
Ulrike & Felix





Dear Birth Parent,

We are very happy to meet you and thankful for you wanting to
get to know us as you make this difficult decision.

Building our family has been a dream for us for a long time
and adoption was always a perfect option for us. We have
several families in our circle of friends with adopted children,
and we witnessed that these families are no different from any
family with biological children. We hugely admire your selfless
decision and promise to you to give your child everything that
we have to offer.

If you give us the chance to raise your child, you will be in
everyone’s hearts and your child will always know how much
you love them. You will be part of our life and nothing will ever
change that.

Thank you for considering us.



We as a couple

We met in 2008 while both working at Microsoft in Switzerland.
Ulrike worked in Sales as an Account Manager and Felix in
Support, helping organizations with their IT problems. For Felix it
was love at first sight, for Ulrike love at first talk. When we had
meetings, we would usually get work done very quickly and then
spent the rest of the time talking and laughing like good friends.

Soon it became clear, that we had a deep connection and liked
similar things and...that we were developing a deep love.



Things evolved quite quickly
and only a year after getting
together, I surprised Ulrike with
my proposal while we were
hiking on a mountain close to
Zurich. Ulrike said yes without
hesitation. We got married a
few months later in December
2010 in Ulrike’s home town in
Germany – on one of the
coldest days of that winter.

Sadly, we both lost our dads
two months before the wedding
and had just moved away – to
Singapore. That’s where we
lived for the first 2.5 years of
our marriage, returning closer
to home to live in London for
another 4.5 years in 2012.
Since March 2017 we are now
back "home" – in Zurich,
Switzerland.

We are very happy being closer
to friends and family and in an
environment which is ideal for
raising children. We have been
dreaming of building our family
for a long time by adoption and
hope you will be the answer to
our prayers.

The moment after we were pronounced
husband and wife

Travelling in Asia during our time in
Singapore

Celebrating Christmas with our families



A little bit about Ulrike

Ulrike grew up in Germany with an older brother Stefan and her
parents in a small Bavarian town. Ulrike’s parents raised their
children with Christian values and fostered her sense of
responsibility and adventure. While work and travels have brought
her to many different places, she is still tightly connected with
home and her extensive circle of friends, many of them with
children, including her brother Stefan, whose daughter Terese is
Ulrike’s goddaughter.

Terese now 15 years old. She has become her own person with her own opinions and interests
and has a lovely personality.



Ulrike with Louise, the lovely daughter of
Nicole and Ian, friends in London. Louise had
a very tough start into life as she was born 3
months early and Ulrike stood close to her
mom Nicole throughout the time

Ulrike in our favorite garden café in
Singapore.

Back home in Switzerland - skiing with
Marek, Ulrike’s godson. The two love skiing
together.

We both love to hike. Ulrike taking a rest on
the way up to a mountaintop in Taiwan.



"Whenever I see Ulrike with other children, I can’t wait to start a
family. It’s beautiful to see how easily she connects with them and
how quickly they trust her. She really takes time with them and
takes them seriously, so they feel loved and at ease. She always
comes up with inventive ideas about what they can do and she
makes them play and laugh all day long.

I am a very lucky person having Ulrike as my wife. She is a very
thoughtful, caring, warm person and makes me laugh all the
time. She loves exploring the world and other cultures, cooking,
being outdoors, and spending time with family and friends.

Raising children together with Ulrike will be a wonderful
experience, as I know she will love and nurture your child with
great understanding and patience – and the required sense of
humor.”

Written by Felix

With Lena and Olivia (snoring ). They are the daughters of Brian and Claudia, Ulrike’s best

friend throughout primary and high school. Also Ulrike’s and Claudia’s moms, Anita and

Monika, are best friends to this very day. Claudia and her family live in Olympia, WA, which

means we get to see them every time we travel to Seattle for work or when they are back

home in Germany two times a year.



Overlooking Athens, during one of our
holidays.

Ulrike loves to cook. Here she is at a
cooking class in Chiang Mei, Thailand.

Getting ready to
run 10 km through
the city of Zurich on
the so-called
„Silversterlauf“.
This run at the end
of the year became
a tradition between
Ulrike and Anja,
Marek’s mom.

Whenever we
explore new cities,
we love to rent
bicycles like here in
Portland, OR.

Ulrike executing her
responsibilities as a
bridesmaid for
Angelika, one of
her best friends
here in Zurich.
Angelika was also
Ulrike’s bridesmaid
at our wedding.

Ulrike entertaining

my family during

Christmas with

finger puppets. Of

course she is

playing the princess

.

Ulrike was an au
pair in the US when
she was 19 years’
old. Here you can
see her with
Matthew and
Maddie.

Ulrike in Edinburgh,
Scotland, where we
met Ulrike’s host
family, where their
daughter Maddie
was performing
with her theater
class.



A little bit about Felix

Felix comes from a family of 3 children and spent his childhood
and young adolescence in a small town in Switzerland. His
parents were very loving and passed on a passion for music and
open mindedness to their children.

Like Ulrike, he has seen many places in this world, but his family
and friends have always taken the center stage for him. His sister
and brother have 5 children altogether and Felix is the godfather
for two of them.

Felix building Lego buildings with Oscar, son
of Felix’s brother Florian. Oscar is also Felix’s
godson and is now almost 3 years old.

Joelle is Felix’s goddaughter and the second
oldest daughter of Felix’s sister Silvia. Here
Felix is reading her a story. Felix is Joelle’s
role model and spending time with him is
one of her favorite things to do. She and her
sister get to vacation with us once a year,
when their parents go on a couple’s
weekend.



"Felix was born in the middle of the mountains in Switzerland, he
is a very grounded person, who grew up with an older brother
Florian and a younger sister Silvia. What I like most about him is
his caring character – he is always there for me, when I need him,
and I know it would be the same for our children. Felix does not
judge and has an open heart for everyone around him.

Felix loves drumming – watch his hands moving to the beat – and
being outside: hiking, skiing, exercising. Luckily Switzerland is the
perfect place for that.

When thinking of Felix as a dad, I think of him being extremely
patient and caring, giving his family security and passing a
natural confidence to our children. I can’t wait to see him taking
on this big challenge and mastering it – with a lot of rhythm in his
heart.”

Written by Ulrike

Florian – Felix‘ brother with Oscar and Joelle. Florian and Felix are very close and are as much
friends as they are brothers. This is certainly because they grew up with only two years of
difference and, when they were children, they did just about everything together. As
teenagers, they then built our own circles of friends, but shared an important hobby with
each other – their common passion for music. They played together in various bands from
when they were 16 years up to our 30s. Felix was chosen as Oscar’s – Florian’s first son –
godfather, which means a lot to him.



There is almost no sport Felix wouldn’t at least try. Here you can see him kayaking in Canada
and surfing in South Africa.

Music has always been very important for
Felix. He played in several bands over the
years, mostly as a drummer. He will love
playing music with our children and is
already teaching Oscar how to make a lot of
noise!



Felix loves being outdoors, here in Australia on a boat and in England, hiking in the
countryside outside London.

Felix loves travelling. These snapshots are from Yosemite and San Francisco.

During our first years together, we lived in a
few different places (Zurich, Singapore,
London). Here you can see Felix is painting
the walls in the flat in London where we
lived for 5 years. Now it is time for us to
settle down back in Switzerland. We have
really enjoyed our first year back, as it has
given us a lot of peace as well as time with
friends and family.



Our relationship with the USA

We both have a sweet spot for the USA. Ulrike lived in North
Carolina for one year, when she was an Au pair, taking care of two
small children. Both of us have traveled to the USA many times
and our work also brings us here a lot, mostly to the
northwestern part of the country. We still visit Ulrike’s host family
regularly, who now live in Chicago and California and we consider
part of our family.

We love the diverse and dynamic culture in the USA. There is so
much creativity and energy coming from the American people,
which we find fascinating and inspiring.

We would definitely share our knowledge of this culture with your
child and make sure they feel connected to their "home country"
and you. Halloween, S’mores grilled on the fire, basketball, July
4th and Thanksgiving – what’s not to love?



Hiking in Yosemite National Park 17 Mile Drive

In Chicago with Janet – Ulrike’s au pair
host mother and friend

Washington

Freezing in New York

Visiting Barack Obama



Love & Care - Family and Friends

With friends and families at our wedding.

We are very lucky having family and friends who we share our
lives with and who we can trust. Losing our dads was very tragic
for us and made us realize how important it is to be close to
family and to support each other. We are both godparents for our
siblings’ children and really enjoy this responsibility.

Outside of family we have a big circle of friends, which we built
throughout all stages of our lives. Getting to know and building
deep connections with people is something we share and which
we stand for. People know us as very honest people, who are
always up for a good laugh and who they can rely on – in good
and in bad. That’s what love is.

Stefan - Ulrike's brother Florian - Felix' brother & Joelle & Oscar



Anita – Ulrike’s mom and Terese. Anita is
in love with every child and would love to
be a grandmother again. She is just as
excited as we are about extending our
family and cannot wait to babysit as often
as possible.

Stefan – Ulrike’s older brother. They
maintain a great relationship. They share
the same values and support each other
with everything that they do. Watching out
for their mom since their dad passed away
has brought them even closer together.

Agnes – Felix‘ mom with Oscar. Agnes is
called “Nani” by her 5 grandchildren,
which is a Swiss form of endearment for
“grandmother”. It is amazing to see how
all 5 grandchildren are drawn towards
Agnes, but not a surprise on the other
hand. Agnes is very affectionate and loves
playing with the kids.

Silvia – Felix’s sister with Janina, her oldest

Florian, Beni and Oscar – Felix’s godson



Marek – Ulrike’s godson in London Zoo. Antonella, Stefano and their adoptive son
Giovanni in Venice. We witnessed how they
went from applying for adoption to taking
Gio into her family, which made us want to
adopt for ourselves even more. Anto and Ste
have just found out, that they will soon be
adoptive parents to another son – Jean from
Burkina Faso.

Protecting Oscar’s birthday candle

Seattle-based Olivia and Lena.

Sebastian is Anja and Michael’s second son.
He loves reading books, which goes well with
Ulrike who is also a bookworm and member
of a book club here in Zurich.



With Michael, Marek and Sebastian in

London. The two boys loved visiting us in

London, which made us somewhat exotic

to them .

Us with Giovanni again in Milan

Caring is a big part of our lives: for each other, our friends, our
families and soon hopefully your child. Caring for us means
paying attention and helping others. It also means providing
security for others. We are both lucky to have solid jobs, which
enable us to provide a stable home for your little one, where they
can grow and flourish.

As soon as your child is with us, Ulrike will focus on raising your
child combined with Felix reducing his workload. We will be
supported by Felix's mom and multiple friends with children
whenever needed. Switzerland also offers great child care options
that we can leverage.



Ulrike with Nina and Sara, friends from
Germany and London.

Christoph and Nora – Friends from Zurich we
spend a lot of time with.

Carmen and Philipp visiting us in Singapore. Joe and Geri, two of Felix’ oldest friends

Watching baseball with Andre from London

Sepp and Ueli, two of our best friends in
Zurich we see almost every week.

Katrin - Ulrike’s roommate from University.

With Mona and Sophie in the tube in London.
They are Karin and Martin’s daugthers.



Once you talk to us, you will notice, that we are very open-minded
folks, who are curious to learn about new things and people. We
love travelling to new places, near or far. Here are some pictures
from our travels in the last 10 years.

Adventures

We spotted a turtle when diving in Thailand. Beautiful sky in Indonesia

Fascinating trees in Angkor Wat, Cambodia It’s crucial you trust each other when diving.

On top of a Swiss Mountain Exploring a volcano on Sumatra



Cycling in Switzerland

Hard work carrying the baggage from one
lake to the next in Canada

At the Acropolis in Athens, Greece Getting ready for the Outback in Australia

Hiking in Cornwall, Southwest England Ulrike in awe in Taiwan

We both love music, here at a concert in
Munich

Starving after a day of kayaking in Canada



Lovely Budapest, HungaryHanging from the zip line in Singapore

Hiking in Sri Lanka, first holiday togetherHiking in Taiwan

Soaked in CanadaUlrike and the elephant in Cambodia.



Living room

Our home

We moved back to Zurich in 2017 after having been abroad for 7
years (Singapore and London). We now live at the outskirts of
Zurich, a cute city in the middle of Switzerland with mountains
and lakes very close by. Even though Ulrike is from Germany, we
both call this our home, where most of our friends and Felix live,
with Ulrike’s family only a few hours’ drive away. We moved into a
brand-new apartment complex, which attracted loads of young
families and is surrounded by parks, a little city farm and
playgrounds. The sound of kids playing outside makes us smile
every day and we cannot wait spending time with your child and
mingling with other families.

Our apartment has 3 bedrooms and a huge balcony, which turns
into our living room in the summer. We picked this place as it has
plenty of space for children, where they could spend great times
in- and outside.

The living room



Office

View from
the main
balcony on
the
playground
and park

Outdoor space The main balcony, ideal for
barbeques with families and
friends

In the kitchen with our neighbors
Silvia, Sven and their son Felix

This is the future nursery. It’s bright and airy like the
rest of the apartment.

Janina, Joelle and Leonie in our
office



View on the trees from our balcony

Anita and Felix on the way to Jungfraujoch, a
Swiss mountain you can reach by rail

Stefan, hiking in the Swiss mountains with
Ulrike

Anita and Ulrike at Paradeplatz in Zürich Florian and Beni, building a snow man in
front of Agnes' house in the mountains.

Zürich & Switzerland

A panoramic view of Zürich



Thank you so much for considering us and potentially giving us
the opportunity to share our lives with your baby. We are very
grateful for what we have and would like to share it with you and
your little one.

We want you to know, that your baby’s story will be unique and
will make you and your baby very proud. You will always be an
integral part of their life and we plan to raise your child with an
understanding and appreciation for you and the sacrifice you are
making. We look forward to having an open relationship with you,
sharing photos and updates as your baby grows and meeting you,
if you are comfortable to do so.

We, our families and our friends will love your child
unconditionally, regardless of gender and race, and give
everything we can offer to help your child prosper and flourish.

Ulrike & Felix

FFTA’s contact info: 1-914-939-1180 direct or toll free: 1-866-922-3678
FFTA’s website: www.foreverfamiliesthroughadoption.org



Where there is great love there are always miracles.

FFTA’s contact info: 1-914-939-1180 direct or toll free: 1-866-922-3678
FFTA’s website: www.foreverfamiliesthroughadoption.org


